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INTRODUCTION 

It 15 1IS11ally.thecustom to express' the' mechanical composition' ·af 
ffueIydivided natural' phosphates: in terms of the' percentages' of 
m2terlal pasSing through or retained by Sieves of various' mesh size. 
This .method of mechanical analysis has a; serious d.i§advantage ill 
that ,it, does nOb.·give any information on the size distri'lh::tion ·of the 
mate;ciaIp~. through the sieve of .smallest mesh used in the'test. 
TJie. ,sieves now a vailable for practical use are limited to a fineness 
not exceeding ,325 meSh, corresponding to a. mesh:. opening of about 
O.044m:illiIneter,or 441£-

In experiments with nnelydivided natura! phosphates, accurate 
fuformationon.their mec.hanical composition is ·oftenof primary 
importance" particularly as regards the distribution of particle size 
in the material passing, . for.example, a300~meSh or 325-m~sh Sieve~ 
W'liencommercial phosphate rock is ground by a uniform procedure 
,so, that a certain percentage will pass through a sieve ofs: ·given 
meSh, the size ,distribution of' the material passing through ,the sieve 

;l The authors express thPlr nppreciatllm.,'to w. H. Fry tor' .assistance In the .microscoplcal
·€UJDiDation, oC·the: meehanicnl -twpnxa1:es. to H•.E •. JrliddIHoD to!:assiBtance In. tbeexperl
.mental detennmation, of the' settling, velocities ot. io.Milsphate ,particles" .and to Hnbert· 
Lakfil, ,and .Mrs: ])orotha M. DllXIlell. ·ot the HOD pll'!\lft:s" 111boratory; for assistnnceln, .the 
&DIllytlcnl. work.. 91930 
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:will v~consi.derably with the grade and typ~ .of ;ock. and .aLso 
'when ilie ,rock IS ,of ,the .same ,grade iand typeWlth ,diiferentgrmd
~gm~thods. The various types of hardpliosphaterockfrequently 
occur in' ,deposits which also contain considerable naturally very 
finely diVided phosphate which .has physical properties similar ,to. 
those of .the soil clays .and usually contains considerable colloidal 
,phosI>hate (.4.) ~2 Sieve tests on this type of phosphate are of no 
significance, inasmuch 'as frequently less than 5 per .cent .by weight 
of the material is retained on .a300-mesh sieve .and as much as 90 
per cent is composed of particles5/L and less in diameter. 

METHODS OF MECHANICAL ANALYSIS 

It is evident that it is desirable to have a method of analysis w~ich 
will give reliable information on the distribution of particle size 
in the subsieve fractions of finely divided natural ph05phatt>s. A 
search ·of the literature .revealed a total lack of information in regard 
to accuratE' S;I:.lethodsfor the mechanical analysis of these materials. 
Considerable work has been done, however, on methods of determin
ing the distribution of particle size in the subsieve fractions ·of a 
wide variety of other materials. These methods maybe grouped into 
two general classes, namely, those in which the separations are made 
in a gaseous medium, usually by air currents, and ,those in whicQ. 
the separations are made in a liquid medium, usually water. 

Air-separation methods have not been generally used except on 
materials that react with or are appreciably soluble in water. So 
many difficulties in the matter of the quantitative separation and 
recovery of the fine fractions arise in these methods that they can 
not be considered desirable for accurate work. Finely ground phos
phatic materials tend to form small, rather closely cohering aggre
gates which are not readily b:r:oken up into the individual particles 
by agitation with air. It is also obvious that air-separation methods 
fail.entirely with ground materials that have been .allowed to become 
wet, and also with materials, such as the claylikephosphates, which 
in their natural state are composed of comparatively soft aggregates 
of very fine individuaUparticles. 

Methods in which the separations are made in a liquid medium, 
usually wa~er,have been used for many years in the mechanical 
analysis of soils and similar .materials. These methods, ·of which 
there are several types,are all based on the well-known fact that 
the smaller particles in liquid suspension fall more slowly than the 
larger ,ones. Olmstead, Alexander, and Middleton (9) have recently 
J>ointedout the difficulties encountered in some of the water-susI>en
sion methods and have outlined a pipette met.hodfor the mechanical 
analysis of soils, based on an improved dispersion procedure, U$ing 
0;005 N' sodium oxalate as the dispersing agent. In the .pipette 
method of mechanical soil analysis, a lO-gram sample is treated with 
:hydrogen peroxj.de to remove organic matter, washed to remove 
soluble substanCe!!, !l.nd shaken in a sodium oxalate solution to ,break 
down .soil aggregates. and maintain their disper~ion. 

The partlClesof sIlt and clay, after separatIOn from the sands, 
are suspended in l1iter bfililute sodium oxalat.e solution. After a 

I r J 

, Itallc .num~er8 inpllrcnthe~e8 ;cfer td'Ltterature Cited,p. 23. 
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'defuutetllne a. portion of the suspension:\is pipetted off .atacertain 
depth, evaporated to dryness, ·andweighed. This sample contains an 
exact :aliqu.ot of the material in the sample below .a certain size. 
St.okes's equation of the fall of solid spheres in a viscous medium 
glvesa relation between the settling velocity of particles, the density 
amI viscosity of the fluid medium, the density of the solid particle, 
andia shape factor. 

In order to apply this pipette method of mechanical analysis to 
the natural phosphates it becomes necessary (1) to determine the 
dispersion produced by chethical deflocculents, (2) t.o determine the 
den~ity of the material and the shape factor as required in Stokes's 
f.ormula, and (3) to consider the effect ·of the density and viscosity 
.of the fluid medium as influenced by temperature changes. In the 
pipette method actual separations of fine material ·.of silt and clay 
sizes are not made. Separations of large samples of naturalphos
phates were, therefore, very carefully made in order to pr.ovide a 
basis of comparison of the determinations by the pipette method. 
These determinati.ons and an outline of the method of mechanical 
analysis based thereon were the subject of this investigation. 

TYPES OF- NATURAL PHOSPHATES USED IN THE INVESTIGATION 

It is important that any methodior the mechanical analysis .of 
finely divided natural phosphates shall be applicable to all types of 
these materials, particularly those of ec.on.omic importance. C.on
.sequently, the present investigation was extended to include aU the 
c.ommercial types of natural phosphate produced in the United States 
at the present time. 

In the order of their present commercial importance, the domestic 
.types of natural phosphates are as follows: Florida land pebble (7~ 
15) ; Tennessee brown rock· (15) ; Florida hard rock (7,15) ; Tennes
see blue rock (15); the phosphates of Idaho, Montana, Utah, and 
Wyoming (6,15) ; the soft and " waste-pond" phosphates of Fl.orida 
(4, .7) ; and ,South CaroEna phosphate (14, 15). .The general char
acteristics of the phosphates and the nature and extent .or the de
posits are discussed in the publications cited. 

The South Carolina deposits were formerly an important source 
of phosphate r6)ck in the United States. Exploitation of these de
posits ceased, however, several years ago, owing to the low grade of 
the rock and the cost of mining in competition with Florida land
pebble phosphate. This type of phosphate was not inclllded in the 
present investigation because large samples representative of the 
commercial product were not avaIlable. 

As the name implies, Florida soft phosphate is a soft, claylike 
materiaL It is commonly closely associated with both the Florida 
land-pebble and hard-rock phosphates, but it occurs to a greater 
.extent in 'the hard-rock than in the land-:pebble deposits. Individual 
.depositsof variable size are in both districts. During the process 
of preparing Florida hard-rock phosphate for the market, the soft 
phosphate present in the matrix is washed into waste ponds, where 
it settles out with the clay and other impurities, the finer particles 
concentrating at points farthest from the entrance to the ponds. . The 
abandoned wai:lre ponds in the Florida hard-rock phosphate district 

http:aliqu.ot
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£onhun .:ac(msiderable- tonna:ge ..ofthis material, which is ns.edto 
:SoIile,ex~nt as, a i6rtilizer~The. waste ponds in, the Florida land:' 
:peJ>bledistrict .contain.~ .muchsmallerper~en~age offine~y. divided 
"phosphates than those·ill the hard~rockdlstrlct. For thepmlpose 
.of >this b\illetin" the fine phosphatic material settling out in the 
Florida hard~rock phosphl),te waste ponds will be .referred to as 
waste"pondphosphate.This material and the .soft phosphate from 
which it is derived are usually composed of very fine particles, a large 

\!percentageof which .arecolloidal in si2;e .(4). 
'Samples representing shipments of commercial grades of Florida 

;land",pebble, hard-rock,and waste-pond phosphates; Tennessee 
brown-rock and blue-rock phosphates; and Idaho and Wyoming 
.phosphates were used in this investigation. The Florida soft phos
phate {No. 728) was not a commercial material, the sample being 
·obtained directly from.an individual deposit. 

The Florida' soft :and waste-pond phosphates were .obtained in 
the form ·of comparatively soft lumps, which, for use in theexperi
ments, were crushed to pass a 10-mesh sieve. Grinding during "the 
crushing ,.operation was avoided as much as possible, morder not 
to break up hard particles that might otherwise fail to disintegrate 
under the action of water and dispersing agents .alone. 

The .other types of phosphate were obtained in the form of hard 
,pebbles, lumps,or massive pieces,depending on the type of rock. 
They were first crushed to about lO-mesh size and then ground to 
pass a lOO-mesh sieve having openings 0:rO.l47 millimeter·square. 
In the grinding, which was done as uniformly as possible in .a 1'0
tary-diskpower mill, the entire sample was run through the mill 
and the loo-mesh material sieved out, the operation being repeated 
until.the sample was completely reduced to the desired fineness. 
The method of grinding was duplicated as closely as possible on all 
the samples of hard phosphate, in ordeF to determine whether the 
distribution ·of partiCle size in the material finer than50p. varies 
considerably with the type and grade of rock. 

SEPARATIONS ON LARGE SAMPLES WITHOUT THE USE OF 
, DISPERSING .AGENTS 

As in other types of analytical' procedures, a(!curate standards are 
·of pri.mary importance in tlie development of metho<Is of mechanical 
a,nalysis. Such standards are, however, usually very hard to pre
pare, owing to the difficulty of accurately determining the distri
.bution of particle size independently of mechanical-analysis methods 
themselves. Because of the wide variations in the physical and 
chemical characteristics of different types of finelv divided materials 
it is essential, also, that the standards should be ~prepai'edfrom the 
same type of material as that upon which the method is to be used . 
.Most methods of mechanical analysis have been designed to give 
reprodud!ble .and .comparative values rather than absolute values, as 
:shown bj' th~ widely varying results often obtained on the same 
samples :by different methods. 

Preliminary experiments S indicated that it might be possible to 

8 Prior t() 'the present Investigation, L. 'B. Olmstead of the sol\ physics laboratory ot this 
:bureau :bad made several large-Bcale sepoxntionBot 1lnely divided natural phosphates, using
'smmonlumhydroxlde as a dispersing agent. 
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OF 'FINELY,DlVIDED NATURAL PHOSPEuTES 

',separate 'finely divided natural phosphates quantitatively into the 
desired~ups. of particle sizes 'by means of water sedimentation 
without the use ·ofdispersing :agents, the . progress ..andaccuracyof 
the,'separationbeing determined by means of the microscope. The 
resultsobtamed 'by such :It procedure would beindepehdent .ofmany 

. ·of the variable factors encountered ,in ,the indirect methods of deter
mining 'particle.sizes and would serve as standards in the develop,. 
moot o£analytical methods. 
. For the purpose of the ,present..investigation it was thought best to 
·e1fect the separati<?nsinto .1ractions having the same range of 'par
ticle sizeascustomarilj' used in the mechanical analysis of soils in 
the United States; namely, (1) ,particles ·greater than50p.indiam
eter; (2) particles from ,501' to 51'; and .(3) less than 5p.. FolloWing 
the terminology used in"soilanalvsis, the material comprising these 
classes will be-designated as (1) '(sand;" (2)" siltt and (3)" clay." . 
It should be noted, however~ that these terms are used in this bulletin 
only for the sake of convemence, and in order to avoid any implica.
tion that the chemical .composition of th~material is similar to that 
of the soil they will alw!tys be inclosed in quotation marks. In soil 
analysis, the sand iractioiiincludes particles ranging from 2,OOOp to 
501' in diameter and is customarily divided into five .size elassesby 
means of sieves. In this bulletin .all particles coarser than 501' in 
diameter are designated as "sand," no further separation of this 
fraction into size classes being made. 

METHOD OF LABGE.SCALESEPAJU.TION 

In order to obtain sufficient material rorspecific.,gravity determi. 
nations 'and for future chemical and physical studies,se'parations 
were attempted on.SOO-gram .samples of each type of the natural 
phosphates. The procedure used is described in detail, as follows: 

Eight hundred grams .of the phosphate was weighed into a 2.5-liter 
bottle, a small.sample .also being weighed out for moisture determina
tion at 105°C. The bottle, to which 2 liters of distilled water was 
added, was vigorously .agitated for one hour in a mechanical shaker. 
The larger particles were then allowed .to settle and the upper 
portion of the suspension was decanted through a 300-mesh sieve" 
into 2-liter cylinders, the process being repeated until the suspension 
in the bottle settled clear after standing for 10 minutes. The object 
of this treatment was to separate discrete particles coarser than 300 
mesh from the finer discrete particles and aggregates. During the 
first stages of this separation sufficient time was allowed prior to 
decantation to prevent the sieve from becoming clogged. After i"e
mova! of the greater portion of the fine material, the time of standing 
was shortened '130 that some of the particles larger than 50p. were 
decanted and caught on the sieve. The material collected on the 
sieve was washed back into the shaker bottle after each decantation 
so tha't; the sieve was always clean at the beginning of thepouri~g. 
This .routine was continued until a microscopical examination showed 
that the material remaining in the shaker bottle contained no par
ticles finer .than 51' Rnd only a comparativlely small quantity of 

• The 300·.mesh sieve used In this Investigation was fittcdwlth Tyler phosphor bronze 
twWedW1re .cloth, which passes .materilU finer than 50" equivalent diameter. 
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materialiiner ,than 501£. This material was then dried9-t 1050 c. 
, ,anddl,'Y siev~.on ,a300-meshscreen until .only a negligible quantity 

.of 'fine material was.obtained by further sieving. The c.oarser frac
,ti.on was c.omp.osed .of particles having, at least tw.o dimensi.ons la,tger 
than 5{)p." and the particles passing the, sieve represented a porti.on 
.of the material between ,501£ and 51£ in diameter. 

With several.of the samples the suspended material decanted int.o 
the2-1iter cylinder~ fl?cculatedquite rapidly, giv~gc.omparatively 
clear supernatant lIqUIds. In such cases the liqUId was filtered off 
by means .of Pasteur-Chamberland tubes (grade F) in order to re
m.ove the s.oluble ,salts causing fl.occulati.on, and the ,residue was 
t,'h.or.oughlyagitated with thesuspensi.on subsequently .obtained by 
shaking the material remaining in the shaker b.ottle with ,a fresh 
p.orti.on.of water. This .operati.on was repeated until the material 
in the cylinders remained in suspensi.on fqr 8 t.o 10 h.ours. The filter 
tubes were then rem.oved and the adhering material was washed back 
int.o the cylinders. With s.ome .of the phosphates the very fine par
ticles decanted int.o the cylinders remained in suspension f.or the 
desired length .of time fr.om the beginning .of the separati.on. In 
such cases filtering and washing were unnecessary. The su~pensions 
.obtained in this way were c.omp.osed .of particles smaller than 50". 
in diameter. 

After the separati.on at 501£ was c.omplete the f.oll.owing pr.ocedure 
was used t.o separate the material int.o particles 501£ to 51£ in diameter 
and particles smaller than 51£ in diameter, respectively. The sus
pended material was th.or.oughlyagitated by churning with a rod 
equipped with a perf.orated brass plate having h.oles 1 millimeter in 
diameter. The suspensi.on was all.owed t.o stand until a micr.osc.opic 
examinati.on .of the material remaining in suspension sh.owed that 
all particles larger than 51£ had settled t.o the b.ott.om .of the cylinder. 
Eight h.ours was sufficient f.or this purp.ose. .A siph.on was then 
l.owered into the cylinder t.oa distance .of ,at least 5 centimeters 
ab.ove the top .of the layer .of settled material, the t.otal height .of the 
c.olumn.of liquid paving been previ.ously regulated s.o that siph.oning 
was d.one at a depth .of ab.out 20 t.o 25 centimeters. The pr.ocess ,.of 
agltatiI.lg with water and settlLTJ.g f.or eight h.ours was repeated 
until the liquid siph.oned .off was c.omparatively free fr.om suspended 
material. The material remaining in the cylinder c.ontained, h.ow
ever, an appreciable percentage.of particles smaller than 51£ in 
diameter. 

In .order t.o effect a final and practically complete separati.on.of 
the 51£ material the tiIne all.owed f.or l\ettlin~ was pr.ogressively 
sh.ortened. At each change in the settling tIme the material si
ph.oned .off was carefully examined under the microsc.ope in .order 
t.o make sure that no particles larger than 51£ were carried .over. 
Thispr.ocess was c.ontinued very carefully until the weight .of parti
clessmaller than 51£ in diameter remaining in the cylinders was 
insignificant in comparis.on with the t.otal weight .of material left 
behind, as determined by micr.oscopical examination. The material 
remaining in ,the cylinders c.onstituted the greater P.orti.on .of the 
" silt" fraction.of the.original sample. It was evap.orated .on a 
st.eam bath and dried in an .oven at 1050 C. The dry pr.oduct was 
then c.ombined with the " silt" material separatedfr.om the " sand" 
fracti.on by dry sieving, as previ.ouslydescribed. 

http:fracti.on
http:separatedfr.om
http:fraction.of
http:P.orti.on
http:comparis.on
http:separati.on.of
http:percentage.of
http:agltatiI.lg
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The material siphoned from the cylinders constituted the "clay" 
fractjon. It was concentrated either by mep;os of .Pasteur-Chamber

,'land filters or by evaporation on a steam bath, with final drying 
in an oven at 1050 C . 

.As a final check on the efficiency of the separation the three 

fractions of dry material were carefully examined under the micro

scope. In no case did the "silt" fraction contain more than an 
 •insignIficant quantity of "clay" particles. Examination of the 

" clay" fraction for" silt" particles was difficult because of the state 

of aggregation of the particles after drying. Owing to the possible 

inclusion of" silt" particles the values obtained for "clay" may 

be somewhat too large, but it is believed that,because of the care 

taken in making the separations, the error on this account was very 

small. Anexaet separation at5p.can not be hoped for (or expected) 

even if all the particles near 5p. had the same hydraulic value. It 

must be assumed that the small amount of "silt" carried"over in the 

" clay" fractiQn is compensated by a corresponding quantity of 

coarse" clayl' left in the "silt" fraction. The" sand" and "silt" 

fractions were free of aggregates except those composed of particles 

originally cemented together by material insoluble in water. 


The time required to make a quantitative separation on 800 grams 

of material by the method just described depends upon the ease with 

which dispersion of the very line particles is obtained. With th~ 

facilities and apparatus available in the average mechanical-analysis 

laboratory, it will usually require from 10 to 14 days to make a com

plete separation of the more easily dispersed types of phosphate by 

this method. Even with prolonged washing, some samples of phos

phate will not remain suspended in pure water long enough to allow 

separation into the mechanical fractions,and in such cases it is 

necessary to use a dispersing agent. Lithium oxalate serves very 

well for this purpose, since, so far as is knoWn to the writers, ap

preciable quantities of lithium do not ordinarily occur in the natural 

phosphates, and consequently the use of this salt does not interfere 

with the chemical analysis of the separates. In the case of samples 

requiring a dispersing agent, a concentration of lithium oxalate 

equivalent to approximately 0.005 N was maintained in the cylinders 

during the process of separating the "clay" from the ,; silt." Soluble 

calcium salts prevent the deflocculation of finely divided materials, 

and,in the present investigation, the samples failing to disperse in 

pure water were known t.o contain appreciable quantities of calcium 

sulphate and calcium carbonate as such. Many of the natural cal

cium phosohates occurring in the United States contain calcium 

sulphate and calcium carbonate, but it seems that in most cases these 

compoU.J'.Js are combined with the calcium phosphate, forming a 

comple:< molecule which is very insoluble in water. 


RESULTS OF LARGE-SCALE SEPARATIONS 

The results obtained on 11 samples, representing eight types of 

natural phosphates, are rrlven in Table. 1. These samples and the 

results obtained on them by the large-scale separations were used .as 

standards in developing the method of mechanical analysis described 

later. 
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TABLiD 1.~Meohanical anal1lBiB .of BOO-gram aamples of phosphates 

;1 SolUtionSam·: 
ple Type .or.source 01 phosphate Location 01 depoSit "Sand" "Sllt" '''Clay'' and me-
No., >501' 001' to 51' <l¥& chanica! 

losses 

~""+---------'''''-I------I'------------

Percznt Pera1lt Pera1lt Pera1lt
910 Florida land pebble_______________ Mulberry_________ :'L 7 43.3 11.8 13.2912 _____do____• _________ •________________•__do____________ 35.1 45.4 19.2 .3 
,9;17. ___c_do________---------------------- Brewster__________ 48.2 42.0 9.6 .29li2' Florida hard rock__________________ Dunnellon________ 33.7 43.8 22.3 .2:728; FlOrida soIL_______________________ :11l11ette___________ 30.4 20.9 48.7 .0727 Florida waste pond~ _______________ Dunnellon________ .2 12.9 85.3 1.6915 _____do__________________________________do_____________ 5.1 19.5 75.1 .2906, Tennessee brown rock______________ Wales_____________ 46.2 38.8 14.0 1.01008 _____do_____________________________ Monnt Pleasant._ 37.6 . 46.8 13.8 L7

lIltS Wyomlng__________________________ Cokeville_________ 49.8 43.6 6.6 .0973 Idaho____,__________________________ Conda_ ___________ 26.0 
~5.5 27.9 .6 

., A smell portion of the "sllt" and "clay" Was accidentally spill&i.in this separation. 
• Tbese sampleS would not de1locculate In l':11e water. Lithium Ol:alate was used as B dispersing agent. 

As previously mentioned, the samples of hard phosphate were 
ground by a uniform procedure t:Q pass a. 100-.m~§p. sieve. The results 
show, however, a considerable variation in the distiioution of })article 
.size with the different types of rock, particularly in the "sand" and 
" clay" fractions. This is due not only to variations in the physical 
nature of the J?hosphates themselves but also to the presence of 
variable quantitIes of impurities, such as quartz and silicates. Some 
of the points noted in connection with the separations are sum
marized briefly in the following paragraphs. 

The Florida land-pebble and hard-rock phosphates, except Florida 
land pebble No. 910, dispersed easily and completely in pure water 
after a few preliminary washings. Florida land pebble No. 910, and 
also Tennessee brown-rock phosphate No. 906 required considerable 
prelinllnary washing.before deflocculation was obtained. Each 
sample required about 50 liters of wash water, after which a stable 
suspension was readily obtained. The Florida soft and waste-pG.ud 
phosphates swelled considerably upon addition of water. Stable 
suspensions were easily obtained, but a comparatively large number 
of pourings was required to complete the separations because of the 
slow disintegration of the aggregates of very fine particles. The 
"sand" fraction of the waste-pond phosphate consisted almost 
entirely of small roots and other forms of vegetable matter. A 
stable suspension of the Idaho phosphate was easily obtained in 
pure water, but small quantities of fine material continued to go 
into suspension with repeated washing and decantation, and a con
siderable nUIriber of decantations was required to effect ~\ complete 
separation~ 

Even with prolonged washing it was not possible to obtain suffi
ciently stable suspensions of the Tennessee brown rock No. 908 and 
Wyoming phosphate to permit of making the separations in pure 
water. These samples were dispersed with lithium oxalate. The 
number ·of decantations required to complete a separation at 5p. 
ra:llged from about 20 for the samples easiest dispersed to 75 for the 
hardest. Large-scale separations were attempted on Tennessee blue
rock phospl}ate· (No. 93D) , but sati!.l'iactory results were.not obtained 
even when lith1um .0Nallj.te was used" aSi a dispersing ag~rit. 

http:waste-pG.ud
http:spill&i.in
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SPEciFIC GRAVITY OF NATURAL PHOSPHATES 

'l'he pipette method of mechanical analysis depends on the relation 
of settling velocity to particle size. This relation is usually ex

'pressed by Stokes's formula for the fall of a solid sphere in a viscous 
fluid, 

. 2 (a a') 
v = _1,2 ----g 

9 

where V isthe settling velocity of a sphere of radius r and density a 
ina medium of density a' and viscosity 11, under a gravitational 
acceleration, g. From this formula it is evident that the velocity 
with which a spherical solid particle of a given size falls in. a medium 
of given density and viscosity is directly dependent on the difference 
in the densities of the particle and the fluid medium thrOugh which 
it falls. 

DB,na (1) states that the specific gravity-of crystalline fluorapatite 
ranges 'from 3.17 to 3.23, and that of South Carolina phosphate 
ranges from 2.2 to .2.5. According to Schucht (lIB), the specific 
gravity of Florida phosphate ranges from 2.2 to 3.2, and Penrose 
(10) reports that phosphatic nodules occurring near Wilmington, 
N. C., have ~ravities ranging from 2.6 to 2.7. As reported by Mans
field and Glrty (6), the specific gravity of Idaho, Utah, and Wyo
ming phosphates ranges from 2.86 to 2.93. Hayes (3) gives 2.83 to 
3.07 as the specific gravities of the matrix of Tennessee white-rock 
phosphate, but data on the gravities of Tennessee brown-rock and 
blue-rock phosphate do not seem to be available in the literature. 
Schaller (11) gives the following values for the gravities of several 
calcium phosphate minerals, which have compositions approximating 
that of phosphate rock. These are dahllite 2.97 to 3.053, francolite 
3.09 to 3.128, collophanite 2.10 to 2.82, and quercyite 2.83 to 2.87. 

Because of the wide variations in the figures reported in the liter
ature and the complete lack of data on certain types of the domestic 
phosphates, specific gravity determinations were made on 22 samples 
of phosphate from various deposits in the United Stat~s in order to 
determine whether the variations were sufficient to preclude the use 
of an average value for all the samples. The natural phosphates are 
mixtures of calcium phosphate with varying quantities of impurities, 
such as quartz, silicates, iron, and aluminum compounds, and, as 
pointed out by Jacob, Hill, and Holmes (4) the chemical composi
tion of the fine material separated from the ground rock and also 
from the claylike phosphates may be very ddferent from that of 
the original sample and the coarse material separated therefrom. 
In mechanical analysis by the pipette method it is important to 
lmow whether the specific gravity of the original sample differs 
materially from that of the particular size particle for which it is 
desired to calculate the settling velocity. Consequentl!> specific 
gravity determinations were also made on the "sand," , silt," and 
" clay" fractions obtained from several samples by the method 
preVIously described. 

The samples for the specific gravity determinations were prepared 
in the same manner as those used for the large-scale separations, as 

9063°-30--2 
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described on page 4. The deterrnirlations were made in water at 
25°C.by the pycnometer method with an .accuracy of ± 0.02. The 
results, given in Table 2, show that with these -particular samples 
the specific gr~vity of the origiIla~ ~aterial varied from 2.89 to 3.15,. 
the average bemg 3.02. The graVItIes of the waste-pond phosJ2hates, 
which contained 19.4 to 25.3 per cent of phosphoric acid (P20s), 
varied from 2.89 to 2:98, with an average of 2.93, and those of the 
other phosphates, which contained 30 per cent or more of phosphoric 
acid, varied from 2.95 to 3.15, with an average of .3.06. In general 
it seems that a particular type of phosphate is characterized by an 
approximately constant specific gravity which is slightly different 
from those of the other types. For the purpose of mechanical 
analysis, the results do not indicate sufficiently wide variations in 
the specific gravities to preclude the use of an average value of 3 
for the domestic types and grades of natural phosphates. 

TAIlLg '2.-SpcCi/ic fjr(1vific8 of natural lJ1tosphatc8 

.." Sam Specificplo Type or source or phosphate I,oeation or deposit gra-dtyNo. 

790 Florida land pebble__ .___________ ____________ ____ rnknown. ________ •_______________ 3.00 
912 _____do______________ •___ • _.. __ .. ______ •______ .•___ •____ tlo.___________ ._ • _____________ _ 
910 _____do______________________ .. ____ . __________ •• __ Mulberry.._____________ •________ _ 

3.02 
3.09\l47 _____do_________________ ..•. ,"" __ " _.• _••.•_••.• Brewsler••_. _______ . _•. __________ _ 3.06771 Florilla hnrd roek______ • ___ .. _. ___ ._....______ __ Unknowll________________________ _ 2.99932 _____do___________________ •"'_ .. _.. ___ •____• ____ Dunnellon ________ . ______________ _ 3.09728 Florida sorL_________ •_____ .. __ . _•• ___ •__ ._______ Juliette__________ ._. ___________.._ 3.09 
2.89 ~~ _~!_O~j~~_~_~::_~~~~~:::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::3~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2. 97 7Zi _____do____________________ ••___ •__ ..._____ •• ____ • Dunnellon _______________________ _ 

824 _____do_____________________ . __ ••.•. _. ___________ - _____do____________________________ _ 2. 93 
825 _____do__________________ • _______ • _._. _________ • _______do__• ________________________ _ 2. 93 
827 _____do___________________ ._. _•.••______________ .. _____do_____________________________ 2.91 
828 _____do_______________________ •_____ . _____________ Felicia ________ . __________________ _ 2.98 
726 ____do______________________ -____ ., •• _____••____ _____do__ •_________________________ _ 2. 94 

2.89762 Tennesseo brown rocIL ____ ._. ___________________ l\fount PleasanL.. _________________ 3.15908 _____do______________________ •____ .. ________ •. ___ .•___ . do _______________•_____._- _____ 3.121106 _____do.____________ •___ •_______ ._ •• _________ . ____ 'Vales_____________________________ 
3.12

772 Tennessee blue rock_._.___ . ____ .._._ •• _.• _. _____ OIover _____________ •_______ ....__ _ 3.101130 _____do___________________________ ., _. __ ______ __ __ Oordonsburg._____ --_____________ _ 3.14773 Idaho____________________________ •___ __ __ _______ _ Conda ___________________________ _ 
2.98\l48 Wyoming________________________ •__ .______ _____ Coke\;]le_________________________ 
2. 95 

The results given in Table 3 indicate that the specific gravities of 
the mechanical fractions do not vary in any constant manner from 
that of the original sam:ple, and consequently there is no definite 
relation between the graVIty of the original sample and the gravity 
of particles of any particular size present therem. The differences 
are not, however, great enough to cause serio!!.:; error when the 
average specific gravity value, 3, of the original material is also used 
as the avera~e gravity of the different mechanical fractions. No 
explanation IS offered for the discrepancies in some of the results 
given in Table 3, but it should be noted that during the process of 
separation the mechanical fractions were subjected to repeated wash
ing with water, thereby removing the more readily soluble salts. 
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TABLE 3.-Speoiflo gravities of "sana," "8'ilt," and. "clay" fractiQ118 of natural 
phosphates 

---------------------------------.------------------~-
Specific gravities 

Sample Type or phosphateNo. Original (.( Sand" II SUt " " Clay," 
material > 5O~ 50", to'5", < 51i 

--·1-----------------1--- ---------- ----
910 Florida land pebble__________________________________ 3.02 3.04 3.04 3.12 
947 ____do_________________________ ___________________ _ 
912 _____do_______________________________________________ 

3.09 3.06 3.12 3.16 
~'.. 

3.06 3.04 3.07 3.06932 Florida hard rock____________________________________ 3.09 3.13 3.13 3.13727 Florida waste pond___________________________________ 2. 93 (1) 3.06 2. 95906 Tennessee brown rOek ..____________________________ __ 3.12 3.22 3.14 3.11 

1 'Su1I!cient material not av,lilablo for the determination. 

DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANICAL·ANALYSIS METHOD 

The method of large-scale separation just outlined is useful for 
the preparation of mechanical-analysis standards and also for the 
study of the composition and properties of the different fractions, 
but when only the distribution of particle size in a sample is desired 
a less difficult and more rapid method is needed. The pipette method 
of mechanical soil analysis, as developed by Olmstead, Alexander, 
and Middleton (9) is essentially the same in principle as the method 
used in the large-scale separations, except that a dispersing agent 
is used and an actual separation of the particles finer than 5p. is not 
made. The following pages are concerned with the application of 
the pipette method to the mechanical analysis of finely divided 
natural phosphates. 

DISPERSING AGENTS 

It seems that an efficient dispersion of a freshly ground phosphate 
rock should be easily obtained because of the absence of aggregates 
of fine particles. As soon as the m~terial is wet with water, how-· 
ever, aggregation does occur, appl1rentlyowing in many cases to the 
presence of soluble calcium salts. Also, in the case of the natural 
soft phosphates and waste-pond phosphates, the fine particles are 
already in an aggregated state. The results obtained in the large
scale separations showed th~t complete dispersion of the aggregates 
could be obtained in most cases by prolonged agitation ana wash
ing with pure water alone. Such a procedure is, however, imprac
tical from the standpoint of routine analysis and even fails entirely 
in the case of some samples of phosphate, which will not disperse 
in pure water. Consequently, it is necessary to use a chemical dis
persing agent. 

Sodllun carbonate, sodium oxalate, and ammonia are probably the 
most widely used dispersing agents in the mechanical analysis of 
soils. In oroer to d.etermine the relative effectiveness of these com
pounds as agents for the dispersion of finely divided natural phos
phates, analyses were made on three types of phosphate by the pi
pette method as outlined by Olmstead, Alexander, and Middleton 
(9), except that treatment of the samples with hydrogen peroxide 
was omitted. The depth and time at which to pipette the samples 
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were .calculated froni,Stokes'sforrnula,l1sing 'the, customary par
ticle~shape factor (t), and. taking 3 as, the average density of the' 

, phosphates. .' . 
Tli~,data given iIi: Table 4 show that, with one exception, slightly 

higher results are obtained with sodiUlh. oxalate, indicating 
that this compound isa more efficient dispersing agent than sodium 
Carbonate, which in turn is decidedly better than ammonium hydrox
ide. These results are directly in line with those previously obtained 
on· soils (9). Although the results obtlJ,ined with sodium oxalate 
~nd sodium carbonate agree closely". sodium oxalate is preferable as a· 
dispersing agent because the solubuity of the oxalates of calcimn and 
magnesium is much lower than that of the corresponding carbonates, 
which accounts, in part at least, for the somewhat higher results 
obtained with the oxalate. 

TABLE 4.-Yield of "clay" obtained, from natural IJhosphates with VariQU8 
di8persing agents' 

"Clay" obtained froIn treatment with-

Sample Type of pbosphate Ammonia' Sodium carbonate a Sodium oxalate • No. 

51' 21' 51' 21' 51' 21' 

Per cent Per cent Pr.r cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
Florida waste pond ______________ 
Tennessee brown rock ___________ 7'0 89.6 74.4 90.9 80.2 91.3 81.2 

906 17.1 11.8 18.7 14.8 lS.1l 13.1l 
910 12.7 7.9 12.9 8.4 14.1Florida land pebble______________ 9.2 

1-
I Results obtained by the use of settling velocities calculated from Stokes's formula using tbe particle

shape factor mand an average density of 3 [or the natural phospbates. 

'O.OlN. 

·O.OO5N. 


EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 

. From a consideration of Sto.kes's formula, it is evident that the 
settling velocity of fine particles is theoretically dependent on the 
temperature of the suspension medium, in so far as this affects the 
density and viscosity of the medium. From the standpoint of con
venience in laboratory operations, it is desirable to know whether 
variations in temperature can be neglected without introducing 
errors larger than those obtained with duplicate pipettings on the 
same sample. In order to obtain information on this point, deter
minations of the percentages of 5,." "clay" in seven samples of 
phosphate were made at 100, 20°, and 30° C. The samples were 
pipetted at a constant depth (10 centimeters) after settling for a 
constant period of time (73 minutes). 

Asealculated from Stokes's formula, the time required for 5,." 
particles to fall 10 centimeters in water at 25° C. is 55 minutes, 
using the customary particle-shape factor (t), and taking 3 as the 
density of the phosphates. The results given in Table 4 show, how
ever, that much higher values were obtained for" clay" when the 
samples were pipetted after 55 minutes at a depth of 10 centimeters 
than were obtained by the large-scale separations. (Table 1.) 
After several trials, it was found that when the samples were 
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··pj.~tte!1·after'i3minutes &ta depth of 10 centimeters, the temper
·~tutE~ being approximately 250 C., the values obtained for 5p. "clay" 
capproximated closely those obtained by the large.-scale separations~ 
'Consequently a falling time of· '13 minute$ was arbitrarily chosen 
:fotthe experiments at different temperatures. 

In carrying out these experiments weighed samples of the phos
pIrates were dispersed in a definite volume of 0.005 ~ sodium. oxalate, 
and the cylinders containing the suspensions were placed in a large 
.vater thermostat, the temperature of which was controlled to 
±0.02° C. When the temperature became constant, the suspensions. 
were stirred in place with a mechanical stirrer, and samples were 
pipetted after allowing the suspensions to stand for the desired 
length of time ('I3 minutes). 

"When a pipette full of suspension is removed from a sedimentation 
{lylinder it should contain an exact aliquot of all material smaller 
than the largest particle present in the suspension at the depth of 
the pipette tip. As many duplicates as desired may be withdrawn 
from the cylinder. But once an aliquot of material has been with
drawn no portion containing coarser material will be a true aliquot. 
It will contain an excess of the larger particles. On the other hand~ 
subsequent pipettings made at longer settling times, shallower depths, 
or higher temperatures, which contain only fine'r material, should 
be exact aliquots of the original sample. In these experiments the 
samples were all taken from the same suspensions) pipetting being 
done first at the lower temperatures. Inasmuch as these experi
ments were concerned only with the apparent percentages . of 5p. 
" clay" obtained at different temperatures, the results obtained by 
pipetting at the higher temperatures were not affected in any way 
by the :previous pipettings at lower temperatures, which is not true 
when plpetting is done in the reverse order. 

The results givel1 in Table 5 show variations of 0.0 to 0.9 per cent 
in duplicate Plpettings at a given tl:'11perature, whereas the average 
difference in 20 sets of duplicate pipettings is only 0.26 per cent. 
On the other hand, the differences obtained when the same samples 
were pipetted at 100 and 200 C., respectively, ranged from 0.'1 to 1.4 
per cent, and these differences agree rather closely with those, 0.8 to 
1.3 per cent, found when pipettings were made at 200 and 300 C., 
respectively. The average results on all the samples are 1 per cent 
higher for pipettings made at 100 than for those made at 200 C., 
and the latter in turn are 1 per cent higher than those at 300 C. 
These differences can not be attributed to experimental error alone. 
Consequently, for accurate work the settling velocity must be cal
culated on the basis of the temperature and viscosity of the suspen
sion medium during the time of settling. 

The permanency of phosphate suspensions dispersed with 0.005 N 
sodium oxalate is indicated by the fact that no tendency to flocculate 
was observed, although it required more thaI'i' a 'week to complete a 
series of experiments at the three temperatures. 
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'T:ABL!i5.-YkZa ,of s.".i,CZOlJl" .Qbtaine,z from. fULturaZ ,phosjJ7£ateat\\variouif 
temperatures :fmm ,8ample8pipetjeiL at a depth of 10 'centimetei\~ after' 
.Bettling for 73' mUI.ute8 

Percentago of" clay"'ob~.ained 
,at a temperature of~:~

Sample Type or source ofphosphataNo. 

10° C. 20° .c" 30° C. 


;W ;Florida'wastc .pond____________________________________________ 02.3 91.1 80.7 
92.6 91.1 80.8 

~_________________________Average I______________________ 02.5 01.1 '80.8 

DID FloritlIlJandpobblo_____________________•----------------------- 13.01 12.6 11.9 
13.0 12. ,7 11.5 

1---Average '-________________________________________________ 13.8 12. 7 11:7 

'012 . Florida land pobble_____________________________________________ 20.21 10.5 18.3, 
20.6 10.0 18.4 ...... 

.~Avorage·'___ ______________________________ .______________ 20.4 19.5 18.4 

• :947 Florida landpobblo__ .__________________________________________ 11.0 I 9.8\ 8.9 
11.1 10.2 9.4 

Avcmgo 1________________________________________________ 11.1 10.0 9.2, 

'032 Florida hard rock_______________________________________________ 23.7\ 23.0 I ,~.l 
24. 1 23.1 L....:::.: 

_-\.vemgo 1__________________________________________________ ---:i3.iJ-nl1 22.1 

=== 1106 Tennessee brow.1I rock___________________________________________ 16.8 I 16.0 \ __________
16.9 15.7 __________ 

Averngo 1__________________________________ .. ______________ 10.9 15.9 (2) 

,973 :Idaho___________________________________________________________ === 
20.5 25.7 25.1 
27.2 20.6 ,25.1 

A verngc 1_________________________________________________ _ 
26.2 25.1 

ILl Avernge of dupIicnte determination made on the same susponsion.

, • Sample lost due to brcakage oC cylinder. 


EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SETTLING V'ELOCITms 

As calculated from Stokes's formula 5p. phosphate particles, when. 
suspended in water at 250 C., should settle a distance of 10 centi
meters in 55 minutes. Rough determinations showed, however, that 
the time actually required for the particles to settle this distance is 
more than 70 minutes. ·Consequently a careful study was made of 
the rate of fall of finely divided natural phosphates at different 
temperatures in order to determine the time required for 5p.particles 
to settle a distance of 10 centimeters. . 

In carrying out these experiments, samples of the phosphates were 
dispersed in cylinders with 0.005 N sodium oxalate. Thecylinders 
were placed in. a thermostat 'and -after reaching a constant tempera
ture the suspensions were stirred with a mechanical stirrer. After 
,standing for the desired length of time, a small pipette, closed at 
.the top:by means of a rubber tube and pinchcock, was lowered into 
the suspension until the tip was exactly 10 centimeters below the 
8urface,and a fraction of a cubic centimeter of the liquid was drawn 
.into the 'pipette by opening the pinchcock. Kohn (5) has shown 
,that a pIpette removes nQt a layer of liquid but a sphere whose 
center is .at the tip 'Of the pipette. Consequently, in order to obtain 
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material only very near the tip of thepipette~ it is necessary to 
:reduce"to :a minimum the volume of liquid removed. 

The material 'pipetted from the. suspension was' ~amined under 
:the microscope, and the diameters of the largest particles were deter
mined by means, of an eyepiece micrometer. The first pipetting was 
made after the suspension had settled for a time sufficiently long to 
In...<<ure the absence of 5,.,. particles in the liquid withdrawn at a depth 
'of 10 centimeters. In making subsequent pipettings the suspension 
w'lSaIways stirr,ed again and the, time of settling was progressively 
reduced. by 5-minute intervals until 5p:. particles were found to be 
present at a depth of 10 centimeters_ The set+.,nmg time was then 
varied by 1-minute: intervals until a time was found at which .an 
:insignificant number of 5,.,. particles was present, but upon decreas
ing the time of settling by 1 minute an appreciable increase in the 
number of 5,.,.. particles appeared mthe sample. Aggregates having 
a porous structure and very thin plates of mineral material were not. 
regarded. as "normal" 5,.,. particles, but these were present in com
parativelyunimportant.,quantities, and their incluSion in the" clay 17 

fraction did not introduce serious error. 
In this way the time required for normal 5/L phosphate particles 

to fall 10 centimeters at 20°, '25°., and 30° C. was determined. The 
results, which are given in Table 6, show that at all temperatures 
the experimentally determined settling times are much !!reater than 
those calculated for corresponding temperatures from §tokes's for
mula. In calculating the theoretical settling time, the following 
values were used for the terms in Stokes's formula: q = 980 dynes/ 
centimeter/seconc1; d = 3; d' = 1 5

; TJ Ii = 0.01008, 0.00894, and 
0.00800 centimeter-gram-second units for pure water at 20°, .25 0 

, and 
30° C., respectively. 

TABLE 6.-Experime1ttaZ settling 'velocities of 5p. phosphate particles compared 
with, theoretical velocities calculated from Stokes's formula 

I t Time required tnr 5l'parti
cles to settle for a dis
tance of 10 centimeters 

Temper-I 
ture I 

, Experimental Calculated 
values values 

• o. }.Iinuiea ~Iinlltt8 
20 89 6"l 
2.'; 79 55 
30 71 49 

The particle-shape factor (i), as customarily usec1 in Stokes's 
formula, applies only for spherical J?arlicles. l\ficroscopicalexami
nation shows, however, that the "silt" fractions of finely divided 

• This Is not the actual density of the suspension medium (0.005 N sodium oxalate),
but it Is not necessary to use the correct vulue since the variations iu the density oithe 
lIatural phosphates are greater thun the error introduced by the use of this value lor the 
·density of the 8uspensionmedium. 

G These are the values given jn the international critical tables (8) for the viscosities 
'of pnre water at 20·, 25°. and 30· C~ The International critical' tables give 1.022 
(referred to water=l) as the viSCOsity ot 0.1 N sodium oxalate solutions at 25· C., but 

'no 'figures are avullahle on the vlecosltles of 0.005 N solutions. Rough determinations by
the authors indicated. however, thnt the viscosity of a 0.005 N sodium oxalate ,solution is. 
'Very close to that of pure water. 
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ii:~al phosph!l'tes:are .composed"ofpartic.les .which ·arenet spherical 
but Ir.I'egular m,shape. 'Consequently, ;ltlS to 'be expected that 
,suchparticles will Jall ,at a slower irate than sphericalpa:cti.cles • 
. :Since it,is knowrithat the ," silt" particles of natural phosphates are 
not spherical in shape, it seems reasonable to conclude that within 
,certain li1Ilits the firier particles are also nonspherical. It is recog
nizfl.~,how:.ever, that this ,as~umvtion may .not hold in the case of 
particles much finer than5p. mdiameter. 

If the .experimental ,settling times ,given in Table.6accurately 
represent the relation betwee.n seWing velocjty and temperature, 
mechanical :analyses made ,on the same samplt:iat different tempera
tures :shouldagree closely when the sample is pipettedat a depth 
of 10 centin:i:etersaftersettling for the proper time .at .that tempera
;ture.The:1-esults given in Table 7 show that this is the case, the 
;val'-"c.erLQptained at the different temperatures agreeing within the 
limits'Qf the experimental error of the method itself, not only on 
the natural phosphates but also on grOlmd limestone and marl. 

TABLE 7.-Y·ieldof 5p. "clay" obtained frcnn samples pipetted at a depth of 
10 centimeters ufter .~ettling for the emperi11lcntally determined lengths of 
time at 'VariQus te~peratures 

PercentBRc.c; of U clay"
obtained at-

Sample No. Type of material 

20° C.I 25° C.' aO" C., 

----------------1-----------------------1--------------
91(L_~--------------------- Florida land-pebble pbospbatc__________ 12.5 12.6 12. Z1147________________________________do_.__________________________________ g.6 9. 6 9.1 
932___________________________ Florida .bard-rock pbospbatc________ _____ 22.9 22.6 22.8 
727_________________________ Florida waste-pond pbospbatc____________ 89.4 89.2 88.69(lIL_______________________ Tennessee brown-rock pbospbatc________ 15.7 15.7 ]5.8
973___________________________ Idaho pbospbatc__. _______. _________ '-____ 24.5 24. 3 24.3 
977__________________________ Ground Iimestonr_ ______________________ 1.2 .9 1.0
9711 _________... ___________ Marl__.. _________________________________ 45.8 46.0 46.7 

Average______ ________ ___________________________________________ 1----~-----4-----27.6 27.627.7 

1 Samplespipetted at 10 centimeters after settling for 89 minutes. 

• Samples plpettcd at 10 centimeters after settling for 79 minutes• 

•.Samples pipetted at 10 centimeters after settling for 7l.minutes. 

In making the analyses, 25 cubic centimenters of the suspension 
was pipetted out. According to Kohn (5), the pipette removes a 
sphere of liquid whose center is at the tip of the pipette. Conse
quently, it is assumed that the lower half of the sphere thus removed 
contains enough particles larger than the given size to counter
balance the deficiency in these particles in the upper half of the 
sphere, giving a final result that is approximately the same as 
would he obtained by the removal of a layer of liquid at the tip of 
the pipette. 

Iri making the experimental determinations of the settling velocities 
of the 5/L phosphate material, it was assumed that the particles were 
of average density as well as normal in shape. It is realized, how
ever that those particles observed under the microscope may have had 
,a .lower specific gravity than the average fora11 ,the 51' material, in
,asmuch .as the heavier particles would have fallen to a lower level. 
The experimental evidence indicates, however, that the particles were 
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lof:al;.erage4ensity~ ~ the fustp!-ace,the percen:~sge;<; .of .51',DUlteriaIobtamed,,byusmg -the .experImentally determmed settl'ingvelqeiti~.eheck very well with the re:sults. obtained by the!arge-scale-se~ations. ,In ilia large~scale separations the uncertamty ·occa-moned .bythe J>?SSible l~ckof uniformity :in .the. denSity of theindividual particles was eliminated. because of the" almost completeabsence .()f particles smaller than .5". in the " silt "fractions. Micro'soopicalexamjriittion of the" clsy" fractions priar. to .drying alsoshowed that they contained an insignificant number of particles'Jargerthan5p.. 

PAJtTJCLE.SJIAPE .FA.CTOR FOR NATURAL PHOSPHATES 

By using the experimental settling times given in TableS andthe values for the :vaciousterIDs in Stokes's formula which. were used,in..cs1cUlating .the theoretical settling times of :5,i.I. particles (Table 6),. the particle-Shape factor (K) for the :natural phosphates is calculatedas follows: 
Substituting in Stokes's equation, V=Kr:(d-d')g, where K is the

."
shape factor, the experimental values determined at 20°, 25°, and30° C. and solving, the result is: 

AT 20° c. 
10 K, (0;00025)2(3.0 -1.0)980

89X60 .
20 0.01008 ' K20=0.1541 

AT 2;;° c. 
10 K (0.00025)'(3.0 -1.0)980

79X60 0.00894 ' K2s =0.1540.2$ 

AT 30° c. 
10 K, (0.00025)2(3.0-1.0)980

71X60 ao 0.00800 1 
Kao=0.1533 

These calculations give the values 0.1541,0.1540, and 0.1533 .based.upon .the experimentally determined periods of time required for 51'phosphate particles to settle .a distance of 10 centimeters when thetemperature of the suspension medium is 20° , 25°, and 30° C., respectively. An average. value of 0.154 is taken as the particle-shapefactor for the natural phosphates. Since this value is based upon.experimentaldata. it also accounts for any other deviations that mayresult from the application of the theoretical form of Stokes'sformula.
As applied tathe natural phosphates Stokes's formula becomes 

V = 0.154r (3 -1)980
or finally 7J

V=30L84r 
f'J

If it is assumed that 2". phosphate particles .have the same shapeas the 5". particles, .the above formula maybe used to calculate the 
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time,and ,depth .at which £0 pipette the sample in order to determine 
the percentage of . parliCles2p. and smaller in diameter. In de
termining the percentages of 2p. particles, it is more convenient to 
allow the suspension to settle for a .constant ,time of6 hourEland to 
vary the depth ·of pipetting, rather ,than to use a constant depth 
;andvariable time .as is done in the determination of5p. particles. 

The sedimentation-velocity graphs used in pipettin~ 5p. .and2p. 
pnosphate particles are shown in Figure 1. ' 
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FlGURE i.-Sedimentation-velocity graphs used in pipetting 2-micron and 5-micron 

particles 

COMPARISON OF LARGE-SCALE SEPARATIONS WITH ANALYSES 
BY THE PIPETTE METHqp 

The samples of phosphate, upon which large-scale separations had 
been made, were also analyzed by the pipette method using the pro
cedureoutlined later. In general, the results shown in TableS ob
tained by the two methods agree very closely. Duplicate determina
tions by the pipette method do not give results that will check more 
closely than those obtained on the Florida land-pebble and hard
]'ock phosphates by the large-scale separations and by the pipette 
methotJ.5 respectively. These particular samples dispersed readily in. 
pure wdter, and the large-scale separations were completed in a com
paratively short time. 
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TABLE S.-Comparison of ·r!Ji1UttB .obtainetZ bll.Za.rge-8ccile separation8with th08e 
o.btai-ned.o.v tlte pipette metlWa. 

Bolution '~Clay"
4~Sand/' "Silt." 50" "Clay," and mt- <2;>' 

>501' by- t!l 5l'by- <51' by- ehenicaJ b,,_
Josses by- , 

Sam· 1---,,--1----.--1--,-- ----- -- 
pIe Type or source ot phosphate
No. 	 Cl.~ g 'I!~ i g !~ -a t:f !~ -a g !'t:S !"O

!1 ~~ !1 ~£ ~I ~~~1 ~~ ~~ 
~c. _Eli!!'c. =8 tjg. ~El ~§' -El -El 

o-1 iil Il< ,:!l51 Il< 0-1'" j:l.< 0-1'" Il< Il< 
-----------11--~--------------

P.et. P.et.P.d..P.d. P.d. P.d. P.et. 	P.d. P.et. 
910 Florida land pebble.................. 41. 7 42. 1 43.3 45.5 11.8 12.4 1 3.2 0.0 8.2 

912 __••_do___._•••_.__•••__...•____~_..•_ 35.1 35.4 45.4 45.5 19.2 19.0 .3 .1 13.6 
947 ____.do••___•__•_____________________ 48.2 47.7 42.0 42.8 9.6 9.4 .2 .1 6.2 
1132 Florida hard rock _______ • ___••______ 33.7 33;'2 43.8 43.9 22. 3 22. 8 .2 .1 17.7 
727 Florida wlISte pond._____.__________ .2 .5 12.9 10.1 85.3 .89.1 1.6 .3 78.9. 
915 _____do______________________________ 5.1 1.7 19.5 13.9 75.1 84.0 .2 .4 71.9 
728 Florida sorL ______• __________________ 30.4 32. 5 20.9 15.7 48.7 51.3 .0 .5 40.3 
006 Tennessee brown roek ________________ 46. 2 47.0 38.8 37.2 14.0 15.7 1.0 .1 11.4 

• \lO8 _____do__ _____________________________ 	 37.6 36.7 46.8 46.4 13.9 16.4 1. 7 .5 11.4 
• 930 Tennessee blue roeL_____________________._ 35.7 ______ 54.1 ______ 0. 2 ______ 1.0 1.6 
• 948 Wyoming____________•________. ______ 	 49.8 50.1 43.6 40.6 6.6 8.9 .0 .4 5.3 

973 Id8ho________________________________ .26.0 25.6 45.5 49.8 27.9 .24.4 .6 .2 17.7 

1 .A. small portion of the "silt" and "clay" WIlS accidentally spilled in thls separation.
• Lithium oxalo.te used lIS a dispersing agent in the Jarge-scaJe separations . 
• .A. large-scaJe separation was not made on this sample. 

In making the large-scale separations on samplesNos. 908 and 948, 
it was necessary to use lithium oxalate as a dispersing agent. Con
siderable time was required to complete the separations on the Flor
ida waste-pond and soft phosphates because of the large quantities 
of " clay" particles present. The Idaho phosphate dispersed readily 
in pure water but continued to give up" clay" particles upon further 
washing with pure water, so that considerable time was required to 
complete the separation. In view of the fact, however, that the 
large-scale separations were based solely upon microscopical exami
nation of the material separated from suspension, the results obtained 
on these samples agree satisfactorily with those obtained by the 
pipette method. 
"Graphs obtained by plotting the percentages of material finer than 

a given size against the logarithm of the diameters of the particles 
in millimeters are shown in Figure 2. The data used in plotting 
these graphs were obtained from analyses by the pipette method. 
The curves for ground phosphate rocks have the same general slope, 
differing principally in the percentages of fine material present in 
the samples. Since these samples were originally ground to pass 
a IOO-mesh sieve, the upper ends of the curves all terminate at a 
particle diameter of 0.141 millimeter, corresponding to the mesh 
opening of the 100-mesh sieve. 

The curves for the soft and waste-pond phosphates also have the 
snme general slope jn the region of the finer particles but this .slope 
is quite different from that of the ground phosphate rocks. The 
curve for marl is somewhat similar to those for the soft and waste
pond phosphates. A further study I()f the mechanical composition 
.of different types of finely divided natural phosphates would un
doubtedly reveal some interesting facts in regard to the distribution 
of particle size in the material finer than .2p.. . 

http:oxalo.te


ResUlts obtained on .marl and ground limestone indicate that the 
pipette method is also applicable to the mechanicaIanalysis of these 
materials:, although the data secured to date do not warrantanabso
,lute statement. The ground limestone examined contained little or 

~'~~--~------------~.r---.;r--~---.----r--' 

~r+----~-------7~--f--~~--r-+---+----r--~r-~ 

Leqend 
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•• • Tennessee blue-rockphosph~No.~10 

30r+-----t'-t--+--f-.t'-+_ 131313 fiorida land-pebble phosphefe No. 912 
...Florida land-pebble phosphilh Na 94 
eee fioridll soft phosphate NO.7Z8 
IElIlliB Florida waste-pondphospham No. 

Hh,,£--l-r-r-l--+--- 000 Idaho phosphate. No.!J73 
A££ Mar.! No. 87. 

a.005 	 0.05 0_1 0.147 O.Z5 0.50 /.0 
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FIGURE 2.-Particle-size distribution curves obtained by plotting percentages of 

material filler than a given .size against the logarithm of the diameters of the 

particles 

no" clay_" It. is possible also that a di1ferent particle-shape factor 
is; required for marls. 

OUTLINE OFPlPETl'E METHOD FOR MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF 
NATURALPHOSPBATES 

The method as finaUyadopted is essentially the same as that out
lined.byOImstead,Alexander, and Middleton. (9) for the mechanical 
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'analysis of soils, except that (I) removal of organic matter from the 
:s;ilIlpleby ,means of hydrogen peroxide, prior to the analris, is 
omitted, (2) recommendations for the s<:lparation of the 'sand" 
fraction into different grades'-are not made because this is entirely a 
matter of Sieving and consequently the number and range of the 
,grades may 'be varied to meet the requirements of the individual 
laboratory, and (3) the settling velocitie:;,used for ,the natural phos
phates are different from those used for soils. In the following 
pages the method is briefly described. 

PREPARATION AND DISPERSION OF SAKPLE 

Two samples of the, phosphate are weighed out at the same time, . 
a lO-gram sample for analysis and a a-gram sample for' moisture 
determination. The latter is dried to constant weight at 105° C. 
The' 10-gram sample is placed in a 250 cubic centimeter glass elec
trolytic beaker and boiled with 100 cubic .centimeters of distilled 
water. 

The sample is now ready for' washing. This is done by removing 
as completely as possible the solution from the sample In a beaker: 
with a shortPasteur-ChRmberland filt~r tube (grade F). The lower 
12 centimeters of the tube is sawed off and fitted with a removable 
rubber stopper for this purpose. By means of a rubber bulb, back 
pressure is applied to the filter in order to remove the adhering mate
riaL The sample is well stirred with 125 cubic centimeters of dis'
tilled water, and the solution is again removed by filtration. This 
o~ration is repeated until the greater part of the soluble material is 
removed, six washings usually beina sufficient. 

After cleaning and removing the suction filter, the sample is 
evaporated to dryness on the steam bath and then dried to constant 
weight at 105°C. The sample is weighed as rapidly as possible 
in 'order to reduce to a minimum the adsorption of moisture from 
the .air. The sample is then soaked for a few minutes with about 
.25 cubic centimeters of water, stirred with a rubber policeman,and 
transferred to a 250 cubic centimeter bottle (the ordinary narrow
mouth nursing bottle is well suited. for this purpose). The beaker 

,'. is again dried and weighed, tyhe difference in weight being thepor
tion of the sample leftaftel removal of soluble material. To the 
bottle is added 10 cubic centimeters of 0.5 N sodium oxalate and the 
volume is made up to 150 cubic centimeters. The bottle is shaken 
for at least 2 hours on a reciprocating shaker having a horizontal 
movement of 10 centimeters and making 120 complete oscillations per 
minute. A shaker of this type is described In Bureau of Soils 
Bulletin 84 (~). 

SEPARATION INTO SIZE CLASSES 

A sieve fitted with Tyler 300-mesh wire screen cloth is clamped 
above, a I-liter graduated glass sedimentation cylinder on foot, .and 
the " clay" .and finer "silt" are decanted from the shaking bottle, 
through the sieve, into the sedimentation cylinder. Attera few 
pourinp, the "clay" 1$ completel, removed from the bottle. The 
"sand ' and the remaining , silt' are then transferred to the sieve 
by me~ns ·ofa stream of di.still.ed wat~r. Th~ cylinder is ~lled to 
the i-liter mark and set .asIde for sedImentatIon. EconomIcal use 

http:di.still.ed
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,of water is necessary in decantation and washing on :~he sieve, be
cause the total volume of the "silt" Iilnd'" clay''' suspension is lim
ited to 1 liter. . 

The material remaining on the sieve is washed into a dish, prefer
ably platinum, and,after .evaporation, is dried for 2 hours at 1050 c. 
Complete S9paration of the ~'sand " from the" .silt" is then effected 
by .shaking the dry sample on a 300-mesh sieve in a mechanical 
shaker. The material finally remaining on the sieve is weighed as 
the "sand"fraction. If desired, the "sand" fraction may be sep
arated into different grades by using the proper sieves. 

The material in the sedimentation cylinder is thoroughly stirred 
and the cylinder is allowed to stand on a support which is practically 
free from vibration for a period of time .sufficient to allow particles 
5p. in diameter to settle for a distance of 10 centimeters, as deter
mined by reference to the graph given in Figure 1. A dry 25 cubic 
centimeter Lowy automatic pipette, which is clamped to a vertical 
support, is then carefully lowered into the suspension by means of a 
rack and pinion device (9) until the tip is exactly 10 centimeters 
below the surface, as indicated by a pointer moving over a fixed scale. 
The stopcock is then opened and the pipette is filled by suction in 
20 to 40 seconds. A uniform suction is necessary and may be con
veniently obtained by insertin~ a capillary tube between the pipette 
and the source of vacuum. '1'he stopcock is then closed, and the 
pipette is raised and removed from the vertical support. 

. The contents of the pipette are drained into a tared weighing 
dish, and the washings from the pipette are added, since the pIpette 

.is calibrated for content rather than delivery. The liquid is evapo
rated on the steam bath and the dish is finally dried to constant 
weight at 1050 C. The weight thus obtained is multiplied by 40 
and the result, less the weiO'ht of solid material present in 10 cubic 
centimeters of the 0.5 N sodium oxalate solution, represents the total 
weight of " clay" in the original sample. 

In order to determine the 2p. "clay" the suspension remaining in 
the cylinder is again thoroughly stirred and allowed to settle for 6 
hours. A sample is then pipetted at the depth indicated by reference 
to the graph in Figure 1. The determination is completed in the 
same manner as described for 5p. " clay." 

The weight of " silt" in the original sample is calculated by add
ing the welghts of " sand," 5p. " clay," and material lost by solution, 
and subtracting this total from the oven-dry weight of the original 
sample. 

SUMMARY 

A method of separating BOO-gram samples of natural phosphate 
samples into "sand," "silt," and "clay" sizes is developed and 
successfully applied to all commercial types of natural phosphates 
except Tennessee blue rock. In this method the fractions are sep
arated by sedimentation in water wi~hout the use of any ~heoret~cal 
assumptIOn, the progress and effiCIency of the separatIOn ,bemg 
checked solely by microscopical examination of the fractions. 

The specific gravities of the original samples and of the fractions 
of the various types of phosphate rock produced in the United States 
,do not range sufficiently to preclude the use of an average specific 
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gr8ntyof 3 in calculating the settling yelocities of phosphate parti 
Clesby means of StokeS's formula. 

The pipette method, as deyeloped for the mechanical analysis of 
soils in the soil-physics laboratory of the Bureau of Chemistry and 
Soils, was successfully applied to the analysis of finely . diYided 
natural phosphates. The magnitude 0:': the error involvi~d when 
sampleso£ natural phosphates are. pipetted at a constant time and 
depth without regard to temperature was determined. An experi

.	mental study of the settling velocities of 5p. phosphate particles at 
various temperatures showed that the rate of fall is considerably 
slower than the th20retical rate. calculated by means of the customary 
form of Stokes's formula. This discrepancy is apparently due to the 
irregular shape of the phosphate particles. AS applied to natural 
phosphates, the particle-shape factor in Stokes's formula. is 0.154, as 
determined experimentally, instead of the factor (t), which is cus
tomarily used and which applies only to spherical particles. 

A comparison of results obtained by the large-scale separation with 
"those made by the pipette method shows very good agreement. 

An outline of the pipette method for the mechanical analysis of 
finelydiYided natural phosphates is given in some detail. The essen
tial dilferences from the same method applied to soils are: (1) The 
hydrogen peroxide treatment is omitted and ~2) the settling velocities 
are calculated from a revised form of Stokes s formula. 

The possibility of the utilization of the pipette method for the 
mechamcal analysis of ground limestone and marls is pointed out. 
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